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A version if the Borsuk-Ulam theorem is proved for the torus Tk and p-torus Z;. 
We deal with the case of a nonempty fixed point set of groups on the sphere of 
representation. As an application, a geometrical index theory is introduced for these 
groups. The index is used to obtain the existence of multiple critical points for 
functions invariant under Tk or Z; action. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTR~DU~TI~N 
In order to formulate our main result we introduce the following 
notation. Let G be a compact Lie group. We denote by G, the component 
of identity of G and by r the quotient group G/Go. We use standard 
notation from the theory of compact transformation groups (see for 
instance [4] or [7]). In particular, for every subgroup Hc G, the fixed 
point set of H on a G-space X is denoted by XH. Also, for a G-equivariant 
map f: X+ Y between two G-spaces, we denote by f H its restriction to the 
space X”. The symbol (n, m) stands for the greatest common divisor of 
integers n, m and IGI stands for the order of the (finite) group G. We use 
the symbol S(V) to denote the unit sphere of an orthogonal representation 
V of G. 
We will work with the following definition of the Borsuk-Ulam property. 
DEFINITION I. (A) We say that G has the Borsuk-Ulam property in 
the weak sense A if for every orthogonal representation V of G and every 
G-equivariant map f: S(V) + S(V) such that 
(degfG, Irl)= 1 
if dim VG > 1 and deg f G # 0, we have 
degf#O. 
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(Note that in case V” = (0) there is no condition on degf’ and the 
property then requires that deg f # 0 for every G-equivariant map. Also, if 
G = G, then the condition (deg fG, If-1 ) = 1 means that deg f G # 0.) 
(B) We say that G has the BorsukkUlam property in the weak sense 
B if for every pair of orthogonal representations W $ V of G, with 
VG = {0}, there is no G-equivariant map 
f:S(V)-* S(W). 
DEFINITION II. (A) We say that G has the Borsuk-Ulam property in 
the strong sense A if for every pair of orthogonal representations V, W of 
G, with dim W = dim P’, dim WG = dim VG, and every G-equivariant map 
f:S(V)-+S(W) 
such that 
(degfG, Irl)= 1 
if dim VG 3 1 and deg f G # 0, we have 
degf#O. 
(If WC = (0) or G = G,, the same remark as above applies.) 
(B) We say that G has the Borsul-Ulam property in the strong sense 
B if there is no G-equivariant map f: S(V) + S(W) where W is an 
orthogonal representation of G such that W $ U for an orthogonal 
representation U, dim U = dim V and ZJG = { 0 >. 
To shorten notation, we say that G has property 1.A (respectively I.B, 
II.A, and 1I.B) if G has to Borsuk-Ulam property in the sense of 
Definition IA (respectively Def. I.B, Def. 1I.B). 
We now state a simple observation we shall frequently use. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. With the above notation we have the following 
implications: 
G has 1I.A - G has 1I.B 
G has 1.A - G has LB. 
Proof Indeed, as in the classical Z,-case, composing f with the 
inclusion of S(W) into S(U) (or into S( V) in the case of property I) we get 
a G-equivariant map from S(V) into S(U) (or into S(V)) of degree 0, 
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which gives the horizontal implications. The vertical implications are 
evident. 
We shall use the symbol Tk to denote the k-dimensional torus 
S’ x . . x S’ and Z; for the p-torus Z, x . x Z,, p-prime. 
Our main result formulates as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that V and Ware orthogonal representations of the 
torus Tk, k 3 1, such that dim W =I dim V and dim WTk = dim Vrk > 1. 
Then for every Tk-equivariant map f: S( V) + S( W), deg f = 0 if and only 
if deg f Tk = 0. 
If in addition, dim WTk = dim VTk = 0, then deg f # 0 for every 
Tk-equivariant map f: S( V) -+ S( W). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that V and W are orthogonal representations of 
Z;, r 3 1, such that dim W = dim V and dim W”; = dim V”; 3 1. Then for 
every ZL-equivariant map f: S(V) + S( W) 
deg f -0 (mod p) 
if and only if 
deg f zr = 0 (mod p). 
If, in addition, dim W zi = dim VzL = 0, then deg f + 0 (mod p), for every 
Zi-equivariant map f: S( V) -+ S( W). 
In other words, Theorems 1 and 2 say that the groups Tk and ZP have 
property 1I.A. 
In our terminology, the classical Borsul-Ulam theorem states that 
G = Z, has property I.A, hence also I.B, if V” = {0} [S]. Observe that 
since Z, has only one nontrivial irreducible representation, property 1.B 
coincides with property 1I.B and 1.A with 1I.A. It is known and not difficult 
to check that Z, has property I.A. 
The case G = Z,, p prime, was studied by many authors. For example, in 
[lS] it is shown that 
deg f = deg f zr (mod p) 
for every Z,-equivariant map f: S( I’) + S(W) as in Definition 1I.A. 
From the results of T. tom Dieck (see [7, V] for the complete 
bibliography of Dieck’s results on this subject) or from the results of [ 161 
it follows that any p-group, p-prime, has property IA., Indeed, from the 
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mentioned result follows that for a G-equivariant map f of the sphere S( V) 
we have the congruence of the Lefschetz number 
Uf) = Uf”) (mod P) 
for a G-equivariant map of the sphere of an orthogonal representation of a 
p-group. 
The case G = S’ was extensively studied by several authors with a view 
to its applications to nonlinear analysis. In [ 161 it is shown that the torus 
Tk has property IA. Using analytic methods, L. Nirenberg proved that 
G = S’ has property ILA [ 171. This was also proved independently 
by E. Fadell, S. Husseini, and P. Rabinowitz. They use the relative 
cohomological Si-index introduced by them in [13]. It is worth pointing 
our that for G = S’ the above result is covered by an earlier, unfortunately 
unpublished, result of P. Traczyk. In 1977 he showed in his M.Sc. work 
that S’ has property 1I.A. Moreover his simple geometrical method of 
proof gives also, as in [ 171, a relation between the characters of represen- 
tations V and W for which a G-map f: S(V) + S(W) exists. Other results 
of [19] are published in [20]. 
The paper is divided into two parts. In the next section Theorems 1 and 
2 are proved. In the last section we give a new definition of a geometrical 
G-index of a pair of metric G-spaces in the cases G = Tk and G = Z;. We 
show that this invariant has the required properties analogous to the 
properties of the Z,-genus and the geometrical S’-index. This allows us to 
apply the minimax method to obtain a lower bound of the number of 
critical values of a G-invariant smooth function. The construction of the 
G-index is based on the Borsuk-Ulam theorem for the torus and the 
p-torus. 
2. THE BORSUK-ULAM THEOREM FOR THE GROUP G= Tk AND G=Z; 
Section 2 is devoted to the study of G-equivariant maps between the 
spheres of orthogonal representations for G = Tk, Z;. Our purpose is to 
prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. The main idea is to reduce the groups to 
S’ and Z,, respectively, by an induction argument. This will be done by 
restricting the action to subgroups isomorphic to Tk- ’ and Z;- ‘, respec- 
tively. The proof of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem for S’ and Z, is adapted 
from the unpblished paper of Traczyk [ 193. In the case G = S’ it is almost 
literally taken from there. The basic geometric ingredient is the fact that the 
join of spheres of two orthogonal representations is the sphere in the direct 
sum of those representations and the degree of the join of two maps 
between spheres is the product of the degrees of these maps. 
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Let us recall the notion of join of two topological spaces. For given 
paracompact G-spaces X and Y, by the join X * Y we mean the set of all 
pairs (tx, (1 - t)y), XE X, YE Y, TV [0, l] with the identifications 
(Ox, 1~) - (Ox’, ly) and (lx, 0~) - (lx, OJJ’) equipped with a suitable 
topology. If X and Y are G-spaces then A’* Y has a natural G-structure 
given by 
For given maps f: X+ X, and h: Y + Y, we can define the join 
f * h: X * Y -+ X, * Y, which is G-equivariant iff and h are G-equivariant. 
We shall frequently use the following well-known fact. 
2.1. For any G-orthogonal representations I’, W, V, , W, with 
dim V, = dim I’, dim W, = dim W, and G-equivariant maps f: S(V) -+ 
S(V,) and h:S(W)+S(W,), 
S(V) * S(W) is G-homeomorphic to S( I’@ W) 
and deg( f * h) = deg f. deg h. 
Here and subsequently, RO+(G) (RU+(G)) stands for the semiring of all 
real orthogonal (respectively, complex unitary) representations of a given 
compact Lie group G. For VE RO + (G) (or RU+ (G)), we shall denote by 
I’, the complementing factor to the fixed point subspace VG c I/. V, is a 
direct sum of nontrivial irreducible representations of G. 
We have to use the following statements of Z,-equivariant maps between 
the spheres of orthogonal representations of Z,, p-prime [ 1.5, Cor. 2.41. 
2.2. LEMMA. Suppose that V, WE RO(Z,) are such that dim W= dim V 
and dim Wzp = dim Vzp 3 1. Then for any two Z,-equivariant maps 
f, h : S( V) -+ S( W), ifdeg f zp E deg hZP (mod p) then deg f = deg h (mod p). 
2.3. LEMMA. Suppose that VE RO+(Z,), dim Vzp> 1. Then for every 
Z,-equivariant map f: S( V) -+ S( V) we have deg f = deg f zp (mod p). 
Remark. Originally in [S] these facts were stated under the assumption 
that dim Vzn = dim Wzp 3 2 (or dim Vzp z 2). With the convention that the 
degree of a map of the zero-dimensional sphere So is equal to 1, 0. or - 1 
according to whether the map is the identity, the mapping into one point, 
or the permutation of the points of So, we can easily get rid of this 
assumption. In fact Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 are equivalent [ 151, and 
the statement of Lemma 2.3 follows from the congruence for the Lefschetz 
numbers of a Z,-equivariant map [7, 161. 
In the next step, we use Lemma 2.2 to get its analogue for G = S’ [ 191. 
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2.4. LEMMA. Assume that V, WE RO + ( S1 ) are such that dim V = dim W 
and dim Ws’ = dim I/” > 1. Suppose that f, h: S(V) + S(W) are G-equi- 
variant maps with deg fs' = deg hS’. Then 
deg f = deg h. 
Proof. First observe that there exists n, E N such that 
S( V)“p = S(V)“’ and S( W)“p = S( W)S’ 
for every prime p > n,. For such p, we have 
degfZP=degfS’ and deg hZp = deg hS’, 
consequently deg f zp = deg hZp, and from (2.2) it follows that 
degf=degh(modp). (*I 
Since (*) holds for every p > n,, 
deg f = deg h, 
and the proof is complete. 
As a direct consequence of Lemma 2.4 we get the following 
proposition [ 193. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose V, WE RO + (S’ ) are such that dim W = 
dim V and dim Ws’ = dim Vs’ = 0. 
Then for all S’-equivariant maps 
f,h:S(V)+S(W) 
we have deg f = deg h. 
Proof: Let us denote by V” the one-dimensional trivial representation 
of S’ and by 1 the identity map on S( V”). Taking the joins f * 1 and h * 1 
we form two S’-equivariant maps from S( V@ V”) = S( V) * S( V”) into 
S( W@ V”) = S( W) * S( V”). We have deg( f * 1) = deg f, deg(h * 1) = 
deg h, and deg(f * 1)” =deg(h * 1)” =deg 1= 1, which yields the 
proposition by Lemma 2.2. 
By the same argument as above, we can deduce from Lemma 2.2 the 
following statement. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose that V, WE RO+(Z,) are such that 
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dim W= dim V and dim Wzp = dim Vzp = 0. Then for all Z,-equivariant 
maps f, h : S(V) + S(W) we have 
deg f E deg h (mod p). 
Now we shall study the degree of an S’-equivariant map f: S( V) + S( W) 
for fixed V, W and the value of deg fS'. We begin with some notation. We 
denote by p” the one-dimensional complex representation of S’ given by 
the formula 
p(s)v = fv 
for every u E p and s E S’ c @. By V” = r B” we denote the two-dimensional 
real orthogonal representation of S’ which is obtained from V” by the 
restriction of the scalar field V” and is an irreducible representation if 
n#O; and {V”}n21 together with V” form the complete list of all 
irreducible representations of S’ up to isomorphism. Hence every 
VE RO(S’) can be written as 
or shortly 
in our notation. 
Moreover the sequence 
dim V”‘, i, , . . . . il , . . . . i,, . . . . i, 
v___- 
n, “k 
determines V up to isomorphism. 
The next theorem expresses the relation between the degree of an 
S’-equivariant map f: S( V) -+ S(W) and the degree of its restriction f" to 
the fixed point set [19]. 
2.7. THEOREM (L. Nirenberg, P. Traczyk). Suppose that 
V, WE RO+(S’), 
are such that dim W = dim V and dim Ws’ = dim V”. Then for every 
S’-equivariant map 
f:S(V)+S(W) 
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we have 
deg f = T( V, W) deg fS’, 
where T( V, W) = j;“li;-“Z.. . i;“k i;“” . . . i’$ depends on the representations V, 
W only. 
Proof. We consider the pair of representations 
V = V” 0 f dim V,I . V’ 0 V,I 
=VS’O1dimV,I.VIOn,V’O . ..On.Vik, 
W= Ws’@ Vsl@ W,l= WS’@n, Vi10 ... @n,Pk 
en; V’;@ ... @&Vi;. 
It is easy to check that z H zk gives an S’-map 
f n,k”:S(V”)+S(Vkn) 
of degree k. 
Using these maps, we can form an S’-map 
h:S(tdim V,I.V’)+S(n;V’;@ ...@nL&) 
which is defined to be the join 
Finally we consider the S’-map 
fS’*h*l:S(V)4(W) 
of degree &g f s’ . i;“; . i;“; . . . . . i;h. 
On the other hand we can analogously construct an S’-map 
h’: S(&dim V,I. V’)+S(n, Vi’@ ... @nkVik) 
and consequently the S’-map 
f *h’:S(V)-,S(W). 
We have deg( f * h’) = deg f. i;’ . . . . . i? and (fS’*h*l)S’=fS’, 
(f * h’)” = f “. 
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On account of Proposition 2.5 applied to the S’-maps f”’ * h * 1 and 
,f * h’ we have 
degf.i?l.iy. . . . .i~=&gfS’.i;“;.i;“;. . . .i’$, 
which proves the theorem. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 we have 
deg f = 0 if and only if deg fs' = 0. In our terminology, Corollary 2.8 says 
that S’ has the Borsuk-Ulam property 1I.A. 
The next statement can be deduced from Theorem 2.7 by a suspension 
argument [ 193. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Zf in Theorem 2.7 we assume that 
dim Ws’ =dim VS’ =O, 
then deg f = T( V, W) = ip; . . . . . i”; . i,“l . . . . . i;“k. In particular, deg f # 0 
,foreveryS’-mapf:S(V)+S(W)ifVS’=WS’={O}. 
We now turn to the case G = Z,. Using a similar argument we will deal 
with Z,-equivariant maps f: S(V) -+ S(W) with fixed V, WE RO ‘(Z,) and 
deg f zp (mod p). 
As before we need some notation. We have to consider the cases G = Z, 
and G = zp, p an odd prime, separately. Assume first that G = Z,, p an odd 
prime. V”, n=1,2 ,..., p-l, denotes the one-dimensional complex 
representation of Z, given by 
dg)v = gnu, 
for all VE pn and gEZ,cS’cC. 
Restricting in p the scalar field to the real numbers we obtain the two- 
dimensional real orthogonal representation r(p) of Z,, denoted by V”. The 
representation V” is [W-isomorphic to VP-‘, and the representations V”, 
n = 1, 2, . . . . (p - 1)/2, together with the one-dimensional trivial represen- 
tation V” are all irreducible real representations of Z,. This means that 
every V E RO + (Z,) can be written as 
V= VZP@n, VI@ ... @n(,_,j,2V(PP’)/2, 
where niE Nu (0). The sequence dim Vzp, n,, n,, . . . . ncPP 1j,2, determines V 
up to isomorphism. 
The group G = Z, has only two nonisomorphic irreducible represen- 
tations: the one-dimensional nontrivial representation, denoted by V’ and 
given by p(g) v = -u for v E V, e # g E Z,, and the one-dimensional trivial 
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representation. This means that every VE RO+ (Z,) can be written as 
V= V”* 0 n, V’ and the numbers dim Vz2, n, characterize V. 
We can now state the Z,-analogues of (2.7) (2.8), and (2.9). 
2.10. THEOREM. Suppose that 
V, WE RO+(Z,), 
v= v=p:pOrl, V’@ . . . @rl(,_,,,, v(p-1)‘2, 
w= w=pon; VI@ .‘. gn;, , ),2 v’ p ~ 1 )‘2, 
are such that dim W = dim V and dim Wzr = dim Vzr. Then for every 
Z,-equivariant map f: S( V) -+ S( W), 
def .f = 7’,( V, W) deg fzp( mod p), 
where 
P-l ( > 
-yp- In 
T,(V, W)= 1-“‘.2-“2. . . . . 2 
,l”;, p-f &II;2 
c-1 2 
is a unit in Z,. 
In particular, if deg f ~deg fZr (mod p) is a unit Z, then 
T,( V, W) = 1 (mod p). 
2.11. COROLLARY. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.10 (or 
Lemma 2.3) we have deg f = 0 (mod p) if and only if deg f zp z 0 (mod p). 
2.12. PROPOSITION. If in Theorem 2.10 we assume that 
dim VT = dim WzL = 0, 
then 
n,p-1,2 
(mod P). 
In particular, in that case deg f f 0 (mod p) and consequently deg f # 0 for 
every Z,-equivariant map f: S( V) -+ S( W). 
Observe that Theorem 2.10 is an extension of Lemma 2.2 and that it 
gives a relation between those V, WE RO+ (Z,) for which there exists at 
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least one Z,-map f: S( V) --* S( W). In our terminology, Corollary 2.11 says 
that G = Z, has the Borsuk-Ulam property HA. 
Proof of (2. lo), (2.11), (2.12). All these facts follow from Lemma 2.2 in 
the same way as (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) follow from Lemma 2.4. We have 
only to replace equalities by congruences modulo p. Moreover, 
Corollary 2.11 can be deduced from Theorem 2.10 as well. For G = Z, we 
have T2( V, W) = 1, and Theorem 2.10 reduces to Lemma 2.3. 
We are now in a position to prove the S’ and Z, versions of the 
Borsuk-Ulam theorem. 
2.13. THEOREM (E. Fadell, S. Husseini, P. Rabinowitz [ 131, L. Niren- 
berg [17], and P. Traczyk [19]). Suppose that V, WERO+(S’) are such 
that 
dim Ws’ = dim Vs’ 3 1. 
If there exists an SL-equivariant map 
f:S(V)+ S(W) with deg f" # 0 
then dim V < dim W. 
If we assume that dim Ws’ = 0 then dim V < dim W provided there exists 
an S’-map f: S(V) -+ S( W). 
Proof Suppose by contradiction that dim V> dim W. Since all non- 
trivial irreducible real representations are two-dimensional, dim V - dim W 
is an even number. Hence we can consider the representation 
@‘= i(dim V-dim W) . V’ 
and form now a representation U = W@ @. 
Composing f with the inclusion i: S(W) + S(U) we get an S-map 
y:S(V)--+S(U) withyS’=fS’. AsTf ac ors t through a lower dimensional 
sphere, deg f = 0. On the other hand, dim Ws’ = dim Us’ = dim Vs’ and 
deg fs' #O, and the statement of Theorem 2.7 leads to a contradiction. 
This proves the theorem. 
The following analogue of the last theorem has the same proof; we have 
only to use Theorem 2.10 instead of Theorem 2.7. 
2.14. THEOREM. Suppose that V, WE RO + (Z,) are such that 
dim Wzp = dim Vzp 3 1. 
409, 137fl.8 
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If there exists a Z,-equivariant map f: S(V) + S(W) with 
deg f zfl f 0 (mod p) then dim V < dim W. 
If we assume that dim Wzn = dim Vz p = 0 then dim V < dim W provided 
there exists a Z,,-equivariant map f: S(V) + S( W). 
Our next goal is to prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. We shall reduce 
the cases G = Tk, k 2 2, and G = Z;, r > 2, to the already discussed G = S’ 
and G = Z,. We shall prove both theorems simultaneously. To shorten 
notation, we write G for Tk and Z; in the proof. 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. The proof is by induction on k (on r). For 
k = 1 the statement of Theorem 1 is covered by the conclusion of 
Theorem 2.13. Similarly, for r = 1 the statement of Theorem 2 is covered by 
the conclusion of Corollary 2.11 and Proposition 2.12. 
Suppose that f: S(V) --f S(W) is a G-equivariant map as in Theorem 1 
(Theorem 2). Assume that there exists a subtorus Hc G of codimension 1 
(a subgroup Hc G of index p) such that dim VH = dim WH. Since G is 
abelian, S’ = G/H (Z,, = G/H) acts on VH and WH and 
f”: S( V”) --, S( WH) 
is S’-equivariant (Z,-equivariant ). 
We also have ( VH)‘IH = VG and ( WH)G’H = WC. If dim WH = 0 then, by 
induction, deg f # 0 (deg f f 0 (mod p)) for f considered as an H-equi- 
variant map. We have dim WG Q dim WH = 0, which leads us to the second 
part of the statements of Theorems 1 and 2. If dim WH 2 1 then from 
Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.3 it follows that deg f” = T( VH, W”) . 
deg(f H)s’ (deg f H = deg( f )“p (mod p)) for the G/H-equivariant map f H. 
By induction deg f = 0 if and only if deg f H = 0 (deg f = 
deg f H(mod p)), which proves Theorems 1 and 2 also in this case. 
The above shows that it is sufficient to prove that there is at least one 
subtorus H c G of codimension 1 (a subgroup H = G of index p) such that 
dim WH=dim VH. Observe that VH1 n VH*= VG and WH1 n WH2 = WC 
for any two such distinct subgroups H, , H,. 
Every nontrivial irreducible representation V” of G is given by a 
homomorphism pal: G -+ S’, so that ker pI contains a subtorus of codimen- 
sion 1 (is a subgroup of index p). This means that the space V is spanned 
by subspaces VH, where H runs through all subgroups as above; the same 
is true of W. Comparing the last two facts, we see that V/Vc is the direct 
sum of subspaces VH/VG; the same is true for W/WC. Theorem 2.13 (or 
(2.14)) applied to the G/H-equivariant map f”: S( VH) --* S( WH) states 
that dim VH<dim WH, which gives 
dim( Vf/VG) d dim( W”/ W”). 
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Finally, the inequality 
dim( V/V”) = 1 dim( Vu/~“) 
H 
d c dim( W”/ W”) = dim( W/W”) 
H 
shows that dim VH = dim WH for every such H, since dim( V/V”)= 
dim( W/W”). This completes the proof. 
We conclude this section with the following version of the Borsuk-Ulam 
theorem for G = Tk, Z;. 
2.15. THEOREM. Suppose V, WE RO ‘( Tk), k > 1, are such that 
dim VTk = dim WT”. 
Then if there exists a Tk-equivariant map 
f:S(V)+S(W) with deg f T’ # 0 
then 
dim Vd dim W. 
In particular, there is no Tk-equivariant map f’: S( V) + S( W) 
!f dim VT’ =dim WTk=O and dim V > dim W. 
2.16. THEOREM. Suppose that V, WE RO+(Z;) are such that 
dim WZ;=dim Vz;. 
Then if there exists a Zi-equivariant map 
then 
f:S(V)+S(W) with degfZ; f 0 (mod p) 
dim V Q dim W. 
In particular there is no Zi-equivariant map 
f:S(V)+S(W) if dim Wz; = dim V”;= 0 
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and 
dim I’> dim W. 
Proof of Theorems 2.15 and 2.16. The conclusions follow from 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, respectively. The only important point is that 
every irreducible real nontrivial representation of G = Tk, Z; is of dimen- 
sion two. It follows that for V, WE RO+ (G) with dim W” = dim VG and 
dim V>dim W, there exists a PE RO+(G) such that @” = (0) and 
dim m= dim V- dim W. This allows us to use Proposition 1.1 to deduce 
Theorems 2.15 and 2.16 from Theorems 1 and 2. 
3. A GEOMETRICAL G-INDEX FOR THE TORUS AND THEP-TORUS 
Let M be a compact smooth G-manifold without boundary and 
f: M + R a C’ function on M. We say that f is G-invariant if f (gx) = f (x) 
for all gEG and XEM. 
Several authors observed that the symmetry of the studied problem 
allows one to use analogues of the Ljusternik-Schnirelman category 
method to obtain a lower bound for the number of critical values of a 
G-invariant function f [l-3, 6, 9-12, 181. In order to apply a nonlinear 
minimax procedure, some invariants, called G-indexes and denoted ind, or 
yG were constructed on the category of G-metric spaces. All constructions 
give invariants with the properties of the Ljusternik-Schnirelman category. 
There are two distinct approaches to the construction of such a G-index 
of a G-space X. 
The first is defined in terms of the cohomology ring H*(Xx, EG; K), K a 
field, and called the cohomological G-index [12-141. Although this 
construction is general and has all the required properties, it depends on 
the choice of an element CI E H*(BG; K) (or more generally on a choice of a 
subring /i c H*(BG; K)) and can be canonically defined only in the cases 
G = Z,, S’, and S3. 
In the alternative approach, the G-index of a G-space X measures the 
obstruction to the existence of a G-mapping of X into the sphere of a 
unitary representation of G. It is called the geometrical G-index on X. 
For G= Z,, it was introduced, and called the Z,-genus, in [6] and 
[IS]. In 1981 V. Benci defined and applied the geometrical S’-index of a 
fixed point free S’-space X [2]. In order to obtain further interesting 
applications, the theory of the geometrical S’-index was extended to the 
case Xs’ # 0 in [3]. 
In this section we introduce a definition of the geometrical G-index of a 
pair of metric G-spaces in the cases G = Tk and G = Z,. The Borsuk-Ulam 
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theorem lets us show that this G-index has the required normalization 
property. The remaining part of the construction is similar to the earlier 
definitions [2, 31. We obtain the monotonicity of our G-index with respect 
to a G-map being a homotopy equivalence on the fixed point set of G 
(compare with [3] where such a G-map has to be the identity on this set). 
This is done by the use of some homotopical invariant of the fixed point set 
of G. 
As in preceding sections, G denotes the k-dimensional torus Tk, k B 1, or 
the p-torus Z;, ra 1. We use the symbol 9 to denote the category of all 
separable G-metric spaces. By RU,+ (G) we denote the semigroup of RO(G) 
consisting of all orthogonal representations admitting the complex 
structure on their nontrivial summands. 
First we introduce the definition of an e-index of a trivial G-space. Using 
this e-index we measure a homotopical complexity of the fixed point set of 
G in a most convenient way for our construction of a G-index of the whole 
space. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Suppose that X is a separable metric space. (It is con- 
venient to regard X as a G-space with the trivial action.) Observe that, by 
the composition of maps, Z = [S”, S”] acts on the set of all homotopy 
classes of maps from X into the sphere S”, n >, 1. Denote by n,(X) the set 
of all nonnegative integers such that 
[X,&Y]=* if G=Tk 
or 
[X, Snl # p[X, S”1 if G=Z;. 
We define the e-index y,(X) of X as 
y,(X) = inf n, n E A,(X). 
(This means that y,(X) = co if .4,(X) = Iz/.) We also put y,(X) =0 if X= @, 
by definition. 
As a simple consequence of Definition 3.1 we have the following 
statements. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. If a separable metric space X has the homotopy type 
of a C W-complex of dimension n then y,(X) d n. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that spaces X, Y are of the same homotopy 
type. Then y,(X) = y,( Y). 
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3.4. PROPOSITION. y,( S”- ’ ) = n. 
The proofs of the above statements are straigtforward. 
Now we shall define the notion of a geometrical G-index. For a given 
VE RU,+ (G), the complementing factor of the fixed point space VG c V will 
be denoted by VG. For XE P we denote by A,(X) the set of VE RU,+(G) 
such that there exists a G-map f: X +’ V\ { 0} satisfying the conditions 
dim, VG = 7,(X’) and fG:XG-+ VG\{O} 
such that 
Cfl#* in [Xc, S( YG)] = [X”, YG\{O}] if G= Tk, 
and 
t-f 14 PCX”, SC V”)l if G=Z;. 
3.5. DEFINITION. The geometrical G-index of XE~, denoted by yG(X), 
is defined as 
yG(X) = inf(dimn VG + dime VG), VE AC(x). 
The relative geometrical G-index of X, denoted by yz, is defined as 
y:(X) = inf(dime VG, VE AC(X)). 
Assume that A c X, A = A, is a pair of G-sets belonging to 9 such that 
X’CA. By A,(X, A) we denote the subset of AC(X) containing all 
VEA,(X) for which there exists a G-map f: X-t V\(O) such that 
f(A)c W\(O) with WC V, WeRU,+(G), and dim. W,=yO,(A). 
3.6. DEFINITION. The geometrical G-index of a pair (X, A) as above, 
denoted by yG(X, A), is defined as 
yJX, A)=inf(dim. V,-dim, W,), VE A,(X, A). 
Our purpose is to describe simple properties of the geometrical G-index. 
In the next statement we give a list of basic properties of the G-index we 
have just defined. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. The geometrical G-indexes yG and y”, have the follow- 
ing properties (cf. [2, 3, 13 J). 
1. Let A, XEF, AcX. 
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(a) IJ‘X” = @ then yG(X) = y:(X). 
(b) Zf X= Xc then yG(X) = y,(X) and y:(X) = 0. 
(c) Zf A = Xc then yG(X, A) = y:(X). 
(d) Y,(X) = Y,W”) + YO,(X). 
2. Assume that (X, A) and (Y, B) are pairs as in Definition 3.6. Suppose 
that cp: X+ Y, q(A) c B, is a G-equivariant map such that cpG: Xc + YG is 
a homotopy equivalence. Then 
(a) ~c(x) d yG( Y) and Y%(X) = Y”,( 0 
(b) IfyG(A)=yG(B) then YG(X, A)GYG(K B). 
3. Let (X, A) be a pair as in Definition 3.6. If cp: X-+ Y is a 
G-equivariant homeomorphism then ye(X) = yo( Y), y’&(X) = y”,(Y), and 
YG(x~ A) = Yc(x, cp(A )h 
4. Assume that X, Y are closed G-subsets of a G-space Z E F. Then 
(a) rfX”=0 then y,(Xu Y)dy,(X)+y,(Y). 
(b) U(X\Y)G=O then ~c(X\Y)~~c(x)-~c(yh 
5. Assume that a G-set A, A = A c XE 9, Xc c A, is compact. Then 
there exists a small S-neighborhood N,(A) = {x E X: dist(x, A) < S} such 
that YG(NAA))=YG(A). 
6. Let (X, A) be a pair of G-sets as in 5. Then 
YOG(X\A)=YG(X\A)~YG(X,A)~YG(X)-YG(A). 
7. Suppose that (X, A) is a pair as in Definition 3.6 and y,(X’) < co. 
Then 
(a) I f  X is a finite dimensional G-metric space with finitely many 
orbit types then ye(X) < co. 
(b) Zf X is compact then yG(X) < 00. 
(c) Zfyo(X) < co then yG(X, A) < 00. 
8. Let H c G be a closed proper subgroup of G. Then for the G-space 
GJH we have yG(G/H) = 1. 
9. Let (X, A) be a pair of G-sets as in Definition 3.6. 
(a) Assume that X\A c X” for some closed subgroup H c G. Then 
yG(X, A) > 2 implies that X\A consists of infinitely many orbits. 
(b) Suppose that yG(X, A) = m. Then the set X\A contains at least 
m distinct orbits. 
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10. Let VE RU,+ (G) be a representation of G. Then 
y,(S( VG)) = dim R V”, YG(S(V))=dim, V’+dim, V,, 
and consequently r”,( S( V)) = dime V,. 
Proof A trivial verification shows that 1 follows directly from the 
definitions. From Proposition 3.3 it follows that 7,(X”) = y,( YG) under the 
assumptions of 2. Composing a given cp: X+’ Y with a G-map 
f: Y + V\{O} satisfying the requirements of the definition of A,(Y), we see 
that A,(X) 3 AG( Y), which proves 2(a). The same arguments give 2(b). 3 
follows directly from 2. 
By the definition of yG, there exist representations V, WE RU,+ (G) and 
G-maps f,: X+ V\(O), f2: Y+ w\(O) such that dim. VG=ye(XG), 
dim, VG=yz(X), WC= {0}, and dim. W= yG( Y), provided YG = 0. 
Using the Tietze-Gleason equivariant extension theorem [4,1.2.3], we can 
extend f and fi to G-maps yi : Xu Y -+’ V and TZ : Xu Y +G W. Putting 
f(z)=(?,(z),~Az)), we obtain a G-equivariant map f: Xu Y + 
V@ W(O), because at least one coordinate of f is different from 
zero. Note that (Xv Y)‘= Xc and (V@ W)” = V”. This shows that 
V@ WEA,(XU Y), which gives 4(a). 4(b) is a consequence of 4(a). 
In order to prove 5, observe that from 2(a) we have y,(A)<y,(N,(A)) 
for every 6 20. It remains to prove that yG(NB(A)) <yG(A) if 6 is suf- 
ficiently small. Let 7: X + G V be a G-extension off: A -+ G V\ { 0 } given by 
the TietzeeGleason theorem. From the compactness of A we conclude that 
f maps N,(A) into V\ (0) if 6 is small enough. This shows that 
y.(N,(A)) d y,(A), and the proof is complete. 
To show 6, take the minimal VEA,(X, A) (Def. 3.6). Then VEA,(X) 
and yG(X, A)=dim, V,-dim, W,>,yO,(X)-dime W,=$(X)-$(A), 
which gives the second inequality of 6. By 4, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
yG(NJA)) = yG(A). Let f, : N,(A) -+G w\(O) be a G-map with dim. W,= 
$(A) and dim. WC = y,(AG) = y,(X”). For the interior fi6(A) of Ns(A) we 
have X\A 3 X\fiJA), and consequently y,(X\&,(A)) < y,(X\A) by 2(a). 
Next let ,fZ: X\&‘JA)+ V\(O) be a G-map with dimeV=yG(X\Nh(A)), 
V” = { 0). Taking G-extensions 7,) TZ off,, and fi on X, we can form an 
equivariant map f = (7,) y2). 
By the same argument as in the proof of 4, f maps X= N,(A) u X’$JA) 
into V@ W(0). This shows that yG(X, A) = dim. V= y,(X\fiJA)) < 
yG(X- A), which gives the first inequality of 6. 
In order to prove 7, assume first that y,(XG) < co and X is finite dimen- 
sional. Just as in 4, there exists an open G-set U 1 Xc and a G-map 
f,: U-t V,\(O), where V, is a trivial representation of dimension 
dim w V, = y,(X”). By assumption, the set X\U is a separable finite dimen- 
sional G-metric space with finitely many orbit types. It follows from the 
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Mostow theorem [4, II.101 that there exists a G-embeddingf,: X\U + V, 
where V is an orthogonal representation of G. Replacing V by its com- 
plexification we get a G-embedding into a unitary representation. 
Moreover, since f2 is an embedding and (x\U)” = 0, f2 maps x\U into 
V\(O). As in 4, taking f = (J;,J;): .I’= I?u(X\U)+~ V,@ V\(O), we 
conclude that I’,@ VE n,(X), which shows that n.(X) # 0. This proves 
7(a). The proof of 7(b) is similar. Using the compactness of the G-set X\U 
(U as in the proof of 7(a)), the existence of tubes [4, 11.51, and 4(a), we 
deduce that yG(x\U) < cc (see [2, 31). The remainder of the proof for 7(b) 
is as that of 7(a). Similar arguments apply to 7(c), and 7 is proved. 
In order to prove 8 we recall that every proper closed subgroup H of 
the torus Tk can be mapped onto some subgroup of the form 
s’ x s’ x .‘. x z,, x .” x z,, 1 < j < k, m, > 1, by an isomorphism cp of 
Tk. This implies that cp(H)n {e} x {e} x ... x {e} x S’ =Z, $ S’. Let 
(I’, pk) be the one-dimensional complex representation of Tk given by 
pk: Tk -+ S’, Pk( g, , . . . . gk) = gk, and let ( I’*), pp) be its m,th power. The 
homomorphism $ = pp’/cp : Tk + S’ defines a one-dimensional represen- 
tation of Tk such that $(H) = 1. Hence $ maps G/H Tk-equivariantly into 
S’, which means that y,(G/H) = 1 as desired in 8. The same idea works in 
the case G=Z;. 
To prove 9(a) assume, by contradiction, that X is a disjoint sum 
X=AuU;YG/Hi. 
Since Hi c H, for every i there exists a G-map cpi: G/H, -+ G/H. We can 
form the G-map cp = u;” (pi from u”G/H, into G/H. Let 
N 
.f, : U G/Hi -+ v,\{O)> dim, P’, = 1, Vf = {O}, 
be the composition of cp with the G-map from G/H into V,\(O) given by 8. 
Let nextf,:A+ V,\(O), dim. VF=ye(AG), dim. VG=yz(A), bea G-map 
given by the definition of yG(A) (Def. 3.1). The nontrivial factor of V, @ V, 
has the complex dimension equal to $(A) + 1. Finally, as in the proof of 4, 
we can form a G-map f = (yi, Tz) from A I-I u;” G/H, into V, 0 V,\(O). 
This means that yG(X, A) = 1, contrary to the assumption, which proves 
9(a). 9(b) follows directly from the inequality yG(X, A) 6 y,(X\A). Indeed, 
suppose, by contradiction, that X\A = Uf G/H, with q < m. Then yc(X\A) 
= yG( UT G/H,) = Cy y,(G/H,) = q, which contradicts the assumption. 
The proof of 10 is based on the Borsuk-Ulam theorem for Tk and Z; 
(Th. 1 and 2). Let us take VE RU,+ (G) c RO+(G). From the definition of 
y, it follows that y,(S( V)“) = y,(S( V”)) = dim. VG, because there are no 
nontrivial homotopy classes of maps from S” into S”+“’ if m > 0, and 
[S”, S”] = Z if n 2 1. Let f: S( V) -+ S( W) be a G-equivariant map as in 
Definition 3.5. This means that dim, WC = dim. VG and deg f # 0 if 
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G = Tk, or deg f f 0 (mod p) if G = Z;. From the Borsuk-Ualm theorem 
we conclude that yG(S( V)) 2 dim n VG + dime V,. 
Since the identity id: S( I’) + S( V) is a G-map yG(S( V)) < 
dim. VG + dim. I’,. This ends the proof of 10, and the proof of 
Proposition 3.7 is complete. 
Having established the properties of the geometrical G-index, we can 
now turn to the problem of estimating the number of distinct critical orbits 
of a G-invariant function. 
Let M be a smooth compact manifold without boundary. Assume that G 
acts smoothly on M and that f: M + R is a C’ G-invariant function. The 
first theorem deals with the case of a fixed point free action of G on M. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that MC = 0. Then every C’ G-invariant function 
f: M + R has at least yG(M) distinct critical orbits. 
Proof: The proof uses the standard arguments of the minimax method 
(see [2, 3, 8, l&14]). 
We first introduce a family of G-subsets of M 
r,={X6M;X=Randy,(X)>j}, 1 <j. 
Observe that r,, , c r, and r, # @ where d= y,(M). We have also 
r d+, = r, for every I> 0. Next set 
c, = jf’, I TEy f(x). 
We thus obtain a sequence of real numbers 
minf(x)=c,<c,< ... <cd=cd+,=... 
With the above notation we have the following basic statement of the 
minimax method. 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let j’: M -+ R be as in Theorem 1. Assume that for 
some kEN, k+m- 1 <d, we have 
Let Kc= {xEM: f(x)= c and f ‘(x) = O}. Then yG(Kc) > m. In particular, 
c is a critical value ofj 
Proof of Proposition 3.8. By definition, K, is a G-invariant compact set, 
thus from Proposition 3.7. It follows that there exists 6 > 0 such that 
y,(NJK,)) = yG(KE). Using the gradient field off we get the “equivariant 
deformation lemma” [2, 121 and the references there). It states that for any 
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0 <E < E small enough there exists a G-equivariant homeomorphism 
?j:M+ ’ M such that 
(i) q(x)=x if If(x)-cl >.Cr, 
Suppose, by contradiction, that yc(KC) <m - 1. By the definition of 
c~+,+~, there exists X~f~+,,-r such that max,.,f(x)<c+c. Let us 
take a G-invariant closed set Y = ~(X\N,(K,.). From Proposition 3.7. 4(b) 
and 2 it follows that 
YG( Y) 2 YGW - ~c(NdKc))’ k 
because XE~~+,,~, and Yc(K,)6m-1. 
On the other hand, Y c {x E M: f(x) < c - E} as follows from property 
(ii) of ‘I. This contradicts the definition of ck = c and consequently proves 
Proposition 3.8. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 3. From Proposition 3.8 we 
know that all the numbers cj are critical values of jI If c, < c2 < cg ... < cd 
the theorem is proved. 
If C=Ck=Ck+r= ... =Ck+m-l then from Proposition 3.8 and property 
9(b) of the G-index it follows that K, contains at least m distinct orbits. 
Repeating this argument for all multiple cj, 1 <j < d, we see that f has at 
least d= y,(M) distinct critical orbits. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
The case of a nonempty fixed point set of G on A4 needs a separate dis- 
cussion because critical points can cumulate in the fixed point set MC c M. 
Assume that M, f are as in Theorem 3, but MC # 0. First we introduce 
a family of G-subsets of M: 
r;=X&~:~G c X, X= Xand y”,(X) >j}, 
O<jjd’=yO,(M). 
Next we define 
cp = inf max f(x). 
xtrg XfX 
Also, let p, 0 < p <do, be the number such that 
cg=cy= ... =c;<c;+l<c;+,< ... 
(cf. [ 141). 
Now we can state a theorem estimating the number of distinct critical 
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orbits of a G-invariant function f when the fixed point set of G on M is 
nonempty. 
THEOREM 4. Every G-invariant C’-function f: M + R has at least 
cat(M”) + y:(M) - p 
distinct critical orbits, where 0 d p < y:(M) is the number defined above. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 1 and employs the 
relative index. As a matter of fact, one can follow almost literally the proof 
of Proposition 5.3 of [ 141 to show that f has at least y:(M) - p distinct 
critical orbits in M\MG (see also [8]). Finally, note that XE MC is a 
critical point off” = ,fj ,,,,ti if and only if x is a critical point off, since f is 
G-invariant. This gives the proof of Theorem 4. 
3.9. Remark. Usually, with a view to applications, theorems estimating 
the number of critical orbits are given for the case of the Palais-Smale 
functional in a ball, or sphere, of a Hilbert space. After an adaption, the 
statement of the above theorems carries over to that case. Restricting our 
considerations to the case of a G-invariant function on a manifold, we 
demonstrate more strikingly the geometry of the problem discussed. 
3.10. Remark. Comparing our results (Th. 3, Th. 4, Prop. 3.7) to an 
analogous theorem of [ 141 ([ 14, Prop. 5.3]), we work within a narrow 
class of groups, admitting G = T k, Z; only. On the other hand, we 
construct a unique G-index, and moreover we get rid of the assumption of 
the finiteness of isotropy groups. 
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